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Executive summary
In Australia there 43% of students get their
parents to do their homework and 37% just need a
student point of view to explain or clarify. We are
trying to solve the problem of children being
unmotivated and lazy. This causes them to not
finish homework and leads to bad behaviour and
habits. We hope to use our app to prevent this.

Business name:
Our name EDUgoals is obviously inspired by the
helping hand in education we bring and the main
part of it is to set goals and complete them.

Business mission:
Our business hopes to reach millions and influence
the next generation to create better and more
stable social, intellectual and confidence skills.

Prime Function:
Many children worldwide have difficulty being
motivated to do homework and home studies. EDU
goals has been shaped and developed around these
children, helping them to be the best and brightest
they can. We hope all these students can see an
improvement not only in their achievements but
also in the manner they look at studies and
homework. By using this app students can develop
the fundamental skills needed to complete tasks
with accuracy and efficiency.
Our app is used to help our local community with
their children’s education. The problem we are
solving is the problem of 37% of parents and
teachers doing homework for children instead of
children.

Team Mates:

Jasmine Cash: marketer. Asha West: designer.
Chenelle D’Cruz: social media organiser. Alyssa
Sands: Coder.

Team objects:

What do we want to achieve with EDUgoals and
how?
• Help many children develop the fundamental
skills to be the best people they can.
HOW?
By using our app children can experience positive
support to complete tasks with efficiency. Our app
motivates them by getting them to compete the
word with the promise of a obvious or underlying
rewards.
• Make the next generation a independent one.
HOW?
Our app motivates children to do work with no
additional help from parents in particular.
Studies show 37% of children get their parents
to do their work.

Who is the competition?
You may be thinking, there are many homework
help apps out there why would you choose EDUgoals. Some apps such as GotIt, Snap solves, I
Homework etc. What these apps don’t provide is
the motivation and support of fellow peers, the
games that encourage students to complete goals
and fun way of making tasks easy to
complete. This app also has the unique perspective
from making an app by students for students. We
hope to advertise this product to schools and
replace using other diaries or organizers were you
wright your homework and get people to use our
app.
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Product Description:
Many children worldwide have difficulty being
motivated to do homework and home studies. EDU
goals have been developed around these children,
helping them to be the best and brightest they can.
We hope all these students see an improvement not
only in their achievements but also in the manner
they look at homework. By using this app students
can develop the fundamental skills needed to
complete
tasks with accuracy and efficiency. Students also
learn that they are never alone because they can
ask other students. This also appeals to parents, as
it is a no cost peer counseling. This app is a one on
one, student-to-student homework helpline.
After much research we have changed and adapted
some of our features such as games at first we
didn’t have any but afterwards realized it
motivates children to complete their work. We

also added the social media site after we relized
almost 40% of children understand from another
childs point of view than a teachers or parents.
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Final product
Originally our app was only a few games and a goals site.
Now we have 20 screens on our prototype app and some
of them are our social media site, easier games site and
login. We now have a great teaching tool used for many
children around the world.

Price:
Our app is free. This is because our app uses up a small
percentage of your data. It wont initially take that much
but enough to notice. We don’t want our customers to
overpay.

Place
Our app is focused towards the age group 3-16 so our
app would be sold in schools particularly primary

Promotion
Our potential market size is whole schools and
colleges or individual students downloading from
appstore. We are promoting it to schools as a
electronic replacement for diaries and organisers.

Future prospects
EDU-goals is an app that we hope will reach
millions and make the next generation
become better with their education,
communication and social skills through our app
and its influence. This app is a one on one, student
to student homework helpline and we hope in the
near future EDU-goals will be a global homework
help source.

